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 9-18” wide x 40-80” long 
FABRIC: Non-fraying Fleece. If Double Layer: 
Fleece/ Minky/ Faux Fur & Satin/ Flannel Lining 

 

 8” nylon Zipper, if Secret Pocket option – invisible nylon zipper 

 Optional: Iron-on interfacing for pockets 

 MS folded Label and optional fun appliques – add all BEFORE construction.  
First: 
Place label near bottom of scarf/shawl but at least 2” away from edges for seam allowance. 

 
Instructions: Use 3/8” seam allowance with straight stitch, back stitch all starts and stops. 
 

Method 1: Single Layers 
 

1. With Fringe: Cut suggested minimum 9x60”. Cut fringe on short 
ends of 2-3” deep cuts by 1” apart.  

 

2. With Hand-Warmer Pocket: min. 
9x72”, fold up end of fleece, 7” on each 
end. Stitch sides, leaving top open.  OR for 
Muff style – stitch across top, leaving sides 
open. See photo showing both options. 

 
 

Method 2: Double Layers 1 piece minimum 18x40”: 
Fold fabric in half long ways, right sides together, and stitch raw edge on long side.  
Turn right side out. Sew straight line across short edge, allowing room for fringe on tips if 

desired. 
 
Or Double Layer 2 pieces of 9x40” minimum: 
Layer thicker fabric with lining fabric, right sides together 

and stitch all sides, leaving 4” turn out. Turn right side 
out. Stitch opening closed. To hold layers together, sew 
tacking stitches 5” apart to secure. 

 
Method 3: Double Layer with Secret Pockets along  
   LONG side, minimum 18x40” 

1. Open zipper. With fabric right side up, pin the right side 

of the zipper to the left long side, coil around on the 3/8th seamline and the bottom of the 

zipper tape (on the bottom cut edge of the fabric.) See figure below. Using a zipper foot 
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with the needle on the left side of the foot, start stitching at top of zipper, sew close to the 

zipper teeth, and sew carefully past the zipper pull. 

   
2. Zip up the zipper and pin the left side of the zipper to the right long side, coil around on the 

3/8” seamline and bottom of the zipper tape on the bottom cut edge of the fabric. See 

Figure below. Unzip the zipper. Move the zipper foot so the needle is on the right side of 

the foot, start stitching at top of zipper, sew close to zipper teeth, and sew carefully past 

the zipper pull. 

 
3. Check to make sure the zipper zips and unzips. 

4. Put regular sewing foot on machine. Unzip zipper. Pin and sew the long seam from the 

other end of the scarf to the top of the zipper. 

5. Sew both short ends making sure the zipper is open.  Clip extra fabric from corners, close 

to the stitching. 

6. Turn right side out through the zipper. 

7. Stitch across the short direction above the zipper through all layers to complete the hidden 

pocket.  
              

 For Safe-keeping, use invisible zipper       Option: Decorative zipper across  
      SHORT side  

 
 
 
 
   


